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Mulloway fish (Argyrosomus Japonicus)
are unremarkable except during the very
narrow window of the day when dusk
draws out the upper tidal limits along
river mouths, rocky foreshores and coastal
beaches – during this very sparse ten to
fifteen minutes, frenetic undercurrents
spontaneously shift the imperturbation to
outright bedlam.
And this is when the unremarkable
Mulloway shifts into an apex predator,
scavenging confused smaller fish, squid,
octopi, prawns, marine worms and crabs
during murky, aerated and low light
conditions.
Mulloway simulate what in military
stratagem is known as, “hammer and
anvil” tactics; a manoeuvre that engages
in a surprise frontal assault, with others
in the school (of fish) manoeuvring around
the targets and attacking from behind,
sandwiching them into the awaiting alpha
Mulloway predators.
American author, Bill Bonner taught
us that, “when it comes to science and
technology, man learns, but when it comes
to love, war and finance, he makes the same
mistakes over and over again.”
Of course, the extraordinary medical and
scientific Ides of March this year confront
us all, notwithstanding, society has learnt
from the past and has our brightest and
best standing vanguard and readied for us
all.
Bonner’s sageness recognises what we
hold close to our hearts, what draws us
to bloodlust and or belligerence and the
intersecting tradecraft that forgives no
errors – finance.
The mistake made before and now
again entwines love, war and finance –
the international political and investor
underestimation of the Totalitarian rise of
the Great Chinese Middle Kingdom.
Theoretical speculation surrounding the
ominous, “Thucydides Trap”, are banal,
or as Warren Buffett put it, “if history
was deemed to always repeat itself, then
librarians would be the wealthiest among
us.”
The love the Han people – the world’s
largest ethnic group, constituting eighteen
percent of the entire global population –
have for Formosa, or what we anglicise as
Taiwan, is paramount and is perennially
underestimated by us, outsiders.
For global investors, the realisation that
the reunification of the continent with this
near-sacred estranged enclave is nearing
immanency, come belligerence, realpolitik
imperiousness or any other means viable
for the Tiananmen Mandarins (pun half
intended) must again present as the

What Goes On While Global Focus Is
Directed Elsewhere
primary, clear and most present danger to
global harmony and financial stability.
In no uncertain terms, war with China
remains a greater challenge to Australia
and Indo-Pacific economic sustainability
than does the current serious bio-medical
pandemic.
This author takes no pride in turning
dark upon the impressive Sinosphere but
as custodians of our client’s life savings and
the serious responsibility this bears upon
us, assessment of what China has become
must remain objective, measured and
tactical.
The Nineteenth Plenary affirmed, in no
uncertain terms, that the Sinosphere is now
Totalitarian and has but one remaining
ascendance – first pronounced by Chairman
Mao and verbatim repeated by Xi at the
Nineteenth Plenary, to reunite the Han –
which means “reunification” with Taiwan,
come hell or high water (and likely both).
The devil has the best tunes and to echo
Bonner, mistakes remain and repeat in
the realms of Sino-Western finance, with
immediate liabilities for Australians and
Australian domiciled investors.
Via Soviet taught salami tactics or
outright Total War, the Tiananmen clique
are the apex predator challenging global
hegemony and Twenty First Century accord
and when this Ides Of March do finally pass
– and they will – recentre focus on what
presents today as unremarkable but will
soon become arrestingly extraordinary.
Our third Key Portfolio Management
Principle at Australian Standfirst is to
“Secure Your Base” and in almost every
consideration surrounding global investing
from Australia outwards intertwines the
People’s Republic of China (and its satellites,
Hong Kong, Macau and pseudo-tributary,
Singapore).
To conclude, we will allow the below
citations on public record to speak to
the complex dynamics involved when
considering whether China can be
trusted with Australian’s life savings and
commercial considerations and we wish all,
including our friends in China, safe passage
and good health during this globally vexed
time.

1.) Why Cyber Security Will Be Key Issue In 2020’s, 15
January 2020
2.) Hong Kong Affects Backend Of Australian Wealth
Management, 4 December 2019
3.) Military Conflict With China, 6 November 2019
4.) China’s Space Silk Road, 26 August 2019
5.) How Australian Investors Should Navigate Asia’s Fintech
Race, 8 May 2019
6.) Automation, AI And The Bionic Markets, 1 March 2019
7.) Taiwanese War & Markets Fallout, 30 January 2019
8.) Chinese Internet Megatrend Going Global, 4 December
2018
9.) Taiwan’s Looming Crisis Is A Much Bigger Threat Than
Markets Realise, 20 June 2018
10.) Why MSCI China A Inclusion Is A Big Deal, 23 May 2018
11.) Defence Complex Investments, 4 July 2018
12.) US China Trade Wars Are Not The only problem For
Investors As Tech Fight Looms, 9 April 2018
13.) Australian Steel Producers To Benefit From Reduction
In Chinese Net Exports, 14 March 2018
14.) Ultra-High Net Worth Investors Focused On China
Opportunities, 18 October 2017
15.) Several Reasons To Like Chinese Shares, 26 July 2017
16.) China Markets Depend More Than Ever On Beijing
Support, 8 November 2016
17.) Heightened Risk Is The One Definite For 2017, 27
September 2016
18.) China Misses MSCI But Economy Is Making Up For Lost
Decades, 18 June 2016
19.) US-China Hold Growth Promise For Investors, 28
November 2015
20.) China Plans New Path To Prosperity, 31 October 2015
21.) How Chinas Devaluation Could Affect Australia, 15
August 2015
22.) China’s Stockmarket Value Indicators Beginning To
Shine, 25 July 2015
23.) Gearing Up For Market Moments in The US, China and
Europe, 8 August 2015
24.) The Start of China’s Equity Market Journey, 23 July 2015
25.) China Stock Market: No One Said It Would Be A Smooth
Climb, 18 July 2015
26.) Wealthy Investors Stick With China And US, 20 June 2015
27.) China Share Markets Moment Is Now, 13 June 2015
28.) Globally Minded Stockmarket Investors Must Look To
Asia, 6 June 2015
29.) China Presents New Opportunities For Investors, 2 May
2015
30.) China Offers Great Opportunities For Investors As
Economy Transforms, 21 February 2015
31.) Why China’s Wealthy Move Fast In Global Markets, 22
November 2014
32.) China Opens Its Doors To Private Capital, 1 November
2014
33.) Adapting To Asia’s Advantage Makes Sense For
Individuals Too, 23 August 2014
34.) The Iron Laws And Oily Rags Of The Commodity
Complex, 21 June 2014
35.) Decision Time For Investors, 7 June 2014
36.) No Man’s Land Leads To Asia, 24 May 2014
37.) Timing Mining Of Asia Food Boom, 26 April 2014
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